
WOODY

To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Greg Moran (greg.moran@uniontrib.com); Ricky Young (ricky.young@uniontrib.com); JEFF
LIGHT (ietf.light@uniontrib.com)
Documentation on you funding grant story
001_LTR1 TO DA 1-23-08.pdf, oO2_POLICE RPT FILING DOC 1-28-08.pdf; 0o5_POL|CE
MISCONDUCT LTRl 2-18-08.pdf; 006_POLICE MISCONDUCT LTR2 3-3-08.pdf; 007_LTR3
TO DA 3-13-08.pdf; 008_LTR4 TO DA 5-29-08.pdi 004_LTR FROM DA 2-14-08.pdf

Greg, Jeff, Ricky,
The proof is always in the verifiable documentation, and everything above was sent with signatures required to confirm
receipt. They were are also filed as criminal complaints against DA's and Police Officers to confirm their obligations to
investlgate, or make arrest for filing false complaints. The only reason I was not arrested and prosecuted, was the
evidence supported the complaints, and the DA's office did not want that in a court of law. All of these notifications
were also sent to the Attorney General's office, to build a public record that would protect me and my family from
retaliation. lwanted to make sure that no one could claim they did not know.

The DDA Lattuca, that was running this scam as head of the Insurance Fraud Division, is the same Lattuca currently being
sued by Jon and Tamara McAnally, for false prosecutions related to this insurance fraud scheme. The McAnally's are
also the same people litigating against the DA's office and DDA Marugg in that sexual pursuit scam. Marugg and his
attorney Castle are the ones that wrote the recently discovered e-mail, confirming a conspiracy to obstruct justice with
DA Dumanis, thru forced resignations and silence, with promises to protect them from prosecution. As recently
reported by GTI News.

http: / /www.st inewsphoto.com/DDA-MARUGG-CO NFtR MS-DA-COVE R-U p-CONSptRACY. htm I

I keep telling everyone, all of this corruption cover up is connected to protecting the public image of the DA's office,
Dumanis, law enforcement, and their public unions. A clean public image that is necessary to maintain the flow of tax
dollars into the public unions, and then out of the unions to the elected officials like Kamala Harris, and Jerrv Brown.
Just like that 5 million a year from the state, to the DA's office for protecting insurance companies from the everydav
individual citizen complaints.

Woody Higdon
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